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The Technical Foundations of an NFT
It really is one of those few moments we as humans agree on something and set a standard.

USB-C
Common Standard

Messy
Proprietary

A NFT is a unique digital identifier that cannot be copied,
substituted, or subdivided.

NFTs are recorded on a blockchain, and used to certify
authenticity and ownership.



Fungible

Non-Fungible

Token

Something that is non-fungible means it is unique and is therefore not interchangeable.
A painting is not interchangeable with any other painting. They have different values,
functions, and appearances.

Something fungible means it is not unique. For example, one Swedish Krona can be
exchanged for another Krona without any value, function, or appearance difference.

There is a lot of new terminology surrounding NFTs, to impress your fellow members in the boardroom you
should familiarize yourself with the following concepts.

NFTs are created through a process called "minting," where the information of the tokens
is created on the blockchain. So, NFTs are a token on a blockchain with unique
characteristics.

NFTs - A Glossary for Professionals

Metaverse
A combination of VR, AR, blockchain and smart contracts. The Metaverse is not one
specific place, but an umbrella term to describe the digital world that we already live in.



What is Web3?
Web3 is  the internet of value. Let's start by defining why it's called "Web3" - where does the number 3 come from?

Web1
1990s

Web2
2010s

Web3
now.3.0

Ecommerce was made possible for experimental and early movers  

Targeted advertising and influencer marketing made waves in online business

A new form of digital ownership and communication is born...



Ways your business can leverage NFTs & Web3
Web3 is  the internet of value. Let's start by defining why it's called "Web3" - where does the number 3 come from?

Targeting new customer groups

Providing new products to your users

Providing new utilities to your customers



Some Examples of NFT Brand Activations
Hundreds of brands including Coca-Cola, Adidas, Nike, Red Bull have already launched NFTs. Here are some
ways they have utilized the technology:

Collectibles Tickets Loyalty Programmes New Products



NFTs as a

Social Construction The objective, mutual & visible

"It's raining"

The subjective, individual & invisible

"I feel good"

The intersubjective, mutual & visible

"a suit & tie means business"

The famous author Yuval Harari summarizes
human experience in three ways:



NFTs as a Social Construction
The intersubjective, mutual & visible (aka myths) allows humans to collaborate in larger groups or societies.
Memes are the myths of the modern day, and NFTs are memes in the digital world.

The most successful NFT-based businesses have
managed to drive engagement in their communities.

Communicating a purposeful why, being creative
with commercial rights, including high value
members in the community is key...





YugaLabs transferred commercial rights to NFT CryptoPunk
holders. This presented a opportunity for the holders and brands.
Tiffany's former head of digital sales joined YugaLabs months
before the campaign.

Tiffany's identified a prominent & influential sub-group within
Web3.

Owners of CryptoPunks has a high purchasing power.
Exclusive & scarcity resonates with the brand.

Background
Tiffany & Co.



Brand Case - Tiffany & Co.
"transforms your NFT into a bespoke pendant handcrafted by Tiffany & Co. artisans"



Marketing Exposure

& Value



Revenue: 7,500 ETH or $12.5 million USD

Total COGS: ~$8 million 

Profit Margin: ~36%

Financials



Technology: Easy | Intermediate | Advanced

Relatively easy technological implementation.
Addition to their website allowed owners to verify
their NFT to unlock the ability to purchase.

Analysis

On-point customer targeting.

Sell in ETH appealed community.

Relatively low cost of execution.

High return of value in terms of PR and

marketing exposure.

"Hip" factor effect on the brand.

Solid project financials & healthy profits

Interesting Masculine & Feminine

aspects.

Key Takeaways
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The technical foundations

3.

How brands leverage
NFTs and Web3

Conclusion
Now you know what NFTs are and how your organization can leverage the technology as a communication
channel. In this PDF you have learned:



Now...
it's time to take the step and explore NFTs and Web3 with your
business



NORN
We help you with ...

Education
Training & Workshops
Thought Leadership Strategies

Marketing
Web3 Brand Activation
Metaverse Presence
Web3 PR & Influencers

Development
NFT Technology & Web3 Integrations



Contact Vincent Weckström

Email: vincent@norn.xyz

Don't be shy,

Say hi!

mailto:vincent@norn.xy

